
Past Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The phones __________________ throughout the night.1. (man)had been manned

At the cost of certain knowledge that the rumour he
____________________ not to believe was true.
2.

(resolve)had been resolved

The massacre ______________________ by Roman intrigue.3. (instigate)had been instigated

She _________________ all she had wanted, and in return had given him,
for three long years, all he had wanted-except, indeed, her heart.
4.

(give)
had been given

The noble Colonel Crawford ____________________.5. (capture)had been captured

No one's commissions _____________________.6. (forget)had been forgotten

The Captain saw that he _______________________.7. (anticipate)had been anticipated

The stories _____________________ to his day by tradition.8. (preserve)had been preserved

She __________________ suffering and dread.9. (spare)had been spared

I had never shown any wish to return to my own home since I
_________________ away as a little boy, and no one had ever pressed me
to do so.

10.

(take)
had been taken

The visit to Osmond ____________________.11. (not/make)had not been made

This case seemed as if it ___________________ for his friend's keen
knife.
12.

(create)
had been created

I told him I _________________ to take him a challenge.13. (ask)had been asked

His note offering his services if she needed the services of any one
________________________.
14.

(not/answer)had not been answered

In doing so the statue ___________________.15. (injure)had been injured

Several of his galleys ________________.16. (sink)had been sunk
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There was something about the atmosphere that brought all sights and
sounds home to one with a singular purity, so that I felt as if my senses
__________________ with water.

17.

(wash)had been washed

Evidently it __________________ at me over the neighbouring wall.18.
(throw)

had been thrown

The latter then begged that, since he _____________________ in the
business, he might have part in the result.
19.

(concern)
had been concerned

_________________________ at my expense?20. (a joke/play/?)Had a joke been played
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